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ABSTRACT 12 
U-Pb (zircon) ages on key stratigraphic volcanic horizons within the ca. 3200 m thick 13 
Ediacaran-age Charnian Supergroup provide an improved age model for the included 14 
Avalonian assemblage macrofossils, and hence, temporal constraints essential for 15 
intercomparisons of the Charnian fossils with other Ediacaran fossil assemblages globally.  16 
The Ives Head Formation (Blackbrook Group), the oldest exposed part of the volcaniclastic 17 
Charnian Supergroup of the late Neoproterozoic Avalonian volcanic arc system of southern 18 
Britain, contains a bedding plane with an impoverished assemblage of ivesheadiomorphs that 19 
is constrained to between ca. 611 Ma and 569.1 ± 0.9 Ma (total uncertainty). Higher diversity 20 
biotas, including the holotypes of Charnia, Charniodiscus and Bradgatia, occupy the upper 21 
part of the volcaniclastic succession (Maplewell Group) and are dated at 561.9 ± 0.9 Ma 22 
(total uncertainty) and younger by zircons interpreted as coeval with eruption and deposition 23 
of the Park Breccia, Bradgate Formation. An ashy volcanic-pebble conglomerate in the 24 
Hanging Rocks Formation at the very top of the supergroup yielded two U-Pb zircon 25 
2 
populations: an older detrital one at ca. 604 Ma, and a younger population at ca. 557 Ma that 26 
is interpreted as the approximate depositional age. The temporal association of the 27 
fossiliferous Charnwood Supergroup with comparable fossiliferous deepwater successions in 28 
Newfoundland, and the probable temporal overlap of the youngest Charnwood macrofossils 29 
with those from different paleoenvironmental settings such as the Ediacaran White Sea 30 
macrofossils, indicates a primary role for ecological sensitivity in determining the 31 
composition of these late Neoproterozoic communities. 32 
33 
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INTRODUCTION 36 
The appearance of diverse macroscopic organisms in the late Neoproterozoic Ediacaran 37 
Period was a seminal time in the evolution of benthic marine life (Narbonne, 2005). The 38 
multicellular macroscopic biota from this time records a major expansion in morphological 39 
complexity (Shen et al., 2008; Xiao and Laflamme, 2009; Erwin et al., 2011) and a phase of 40 
pronounced ecological innovation that includes development of epibenthic tiering (Clapham 41 
and Narbonne, 2002; Laflamme et al., 2012), motility (Jensen et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2010), 42 
biomineralization (Hofmann and Mountjoy, 2001) and predation (Hua et al., 2003). The 43 
timing of key biological events, however, is poorly constrained and their relationship (causal 44 
vs. consequential vs. incidental) to coeval changes in the physical and chemical environment 45 
(e.g. Halverson et al., 2005; Canfield et al., 2007) remain speculative (Hoffman et al., 1998; 46 
Runnegar, 2000; Narbonne, 2010). Uncertainty also exists regarding the nature and tempo of 47 
the initial diversification of the biota (Narbonne and Gehling, 2003) as well as its demise at 48 
or around the base of the Cambrian (Laflamme et al., 2013). 49 
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Much of this uncertainty reflects the absence of a robust temporal framework. There is 50 
a dearth of precisely dated fossiliferous successions and biostratigraphic schemes for the 51 
Ediacaran macro-biota have yet to be widely developed. The latter may be hampered by 52 
purportedly high levels of endemism (e.g. Clapham et al., 2004) and long taxonomic ranges 53 
(cf Liu et al. 2012). The Ediacara macro-biota is typically subdivided into three major 54 
assemblages (Waggoner, 2003): Avalon, White Sea and Nama. Each assemblage is reported 55 
to have a distinctive taxonomic composition and accompanying ecological complexity 56 
(Laflamme et al., 2013), but there is debate regarding the extent to which they genuinely 57 
reflect evolutionary change (Erwin et al., 2011; Narbonne et al., 2012), rather than 58 
biogeographic provinciality (Waggoner, 2003; Meert and Lieberman, 2008), environmental 59 
sensitivity (Grazhdankin, 2004; Gehling and Droser, 2013) or taphonomic variation 60 
(Narbonne, 2005). 61 
In this study, we contribute new high-precision geochronological constraints using 62 
CA-ID-TIMS (chemical abrasion isotope dilution thermal ionization mass spectrometry) U-63 
Pb zircon dating for the fossiliferous Charnian Supergroup of Charnwood Forest, 64 
Leicestershire, central England. These supersede two first-order SHRIMP (Sensitive High 65 
Resolution Ion Microprobe) U-Pb dates (Compston et al., 2002). The Charnian succession 66 
forms part of the classic Avalon Assemblage, which occupied deepwater niches on the peri-67 
Gondwanan Avalonian island arc and includes one of the oldest known macroscopic biotas 68 
(Narbonne, 2005), with only the Lantian assemblage (Yuan et al., 2011) and pre-Marinoan 69 
Trezona Formation possible sponge-grade organisms (Maloof et al., 2010) being potentially 70 
older. Current understanding of the temporal range of the assemblage is largely based on 71 
biotas preserved in Newfoundland that have been constrained to between ca. 578 and ca. 565 72 
Ma and younger (Benus, 1988; Bowring in Schmitz, 2012).  The lower age constraint was 73 
obtained from only ca. 150 m above the stratigraphically lowest fossiliferous surface, within 74 
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ca. 3 Myrs of the termination of the mid-Ediacaran Gaskiers Glaciation, dated at 582.4 ± 0.5 75 
Ma (Bowring in Schmitz, 2012; note ages and uncertainties used in the GTS 2012 are ± 2 76 
and exclude decay constant errors). It therefore provides good control on the local first 77 
appearance of the assemblage, which has been linked to a rise in oxygen in the deep ocean 78 
following deglaciation (Canfield et al., 2007). In contrast, the upper age provides little 79 
constraint on the assemblage’s range, because the youngest known representatives lie ca. 80 
1700 m stratigraphically above the highest dated surface. Our new data: 1) provide additional 81 
absolute constraint on the range of the classic Avalon Assemblage, 2) allow correlation of the 82 
Charnian and Newfoundland lithostratigraphic sections, 3) enhance the chronological 83 
framework for nascent biostratigraphic schemes (e.g. Liu et al., 2012) and proposed 84 
phylogenies (e.g. Brasier and Antcliffe, 2009), and 4) inform debate regarding the extent to 85 
which the composition of Ediacaran macro-biota communities record palaeoenvironmental 86 
setting rather than evolutionary change. 87 
88 
GEOLOGICAL SETTING 89 
Stratigraphy and genesis of the Charnian Supergroup 90 
The late Neoproterozoic strata of Charnwood Forest are exposed in a series of 91 
outcrops that occur over an approximately 7 km x 7 km area and that form inliers protruding 92 
through a cover of Triassic deposits (Watts, 1903).  These Neoproterozoic strata occupy the 93 
core of a faulted anticline (Fig. 1) and have an estimated total exposed thickness of ca. 3200 94 
meters. They collectively comprise the Charnian Supergroup and are subdivided into two 95 
groups: the Blackbrook Group and overlying Maplewell Group (Fig. 2). The succeeding 96 
Brand Group has previously been included within the Charnian Supergroup (Moseley and 97 
Ford, 1985), but it is now excluded based on the likely presence of an intervening 98 
unconformity (McIlroy et al., 1998).  Much (if not all) of the Brand Group may be of Lower 99 
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Cambrian age, given the presence of Teichichnus burrows in the Swithland Formation near its 100 
base (Bland and Goldring, 1995). 101 
The Charnian Supergroup is dominated by well-stratified volcaniclastic rocks and is 102 
generally considered to have been deposited in a deepwater setting, principally by gravity 103 
flow processes (Carney 1999). Field mapping and geochemical data (Pharaoh et al., 1987) 104 
suggest that much of the succession was sourced from contemporaneous volcanic centers, 105 
examples of which occupy the north-west of the inlier (see below). The Blackbrook Group is 106 
at least 1400 m thick and mainly consists of meter-scale beds of medium- to fine-grained, 107 
normally graded volcaniclastic sandstones (Fig. DR 1a-b), and parallel-laminated siltstones 108 
and mudstones. It is subdivided into the Ives Head Formation and the overlying Blackbrook 109 
Reservoir Formation, with their boundary taken as the top of the distinctive South Quarry 110 
Breccia Member, a slump breccia up to 35 m in thickness consisting of large contorted rafts 111 
of laminated mudstone set within a medium-grained sandstone matrix (Carney 2000a). 112 
Borehole core from Morley Quarry indicates that the stratigraphically lowermost exposed 113 
part of the Blackbrook Group is underlain by a further ca. 500 m of Charnian Supergroup 114 
volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks and ca. 300 m of porphyritic dacite lavas (Pharaoh and 115 
Evans, 1987). Basement to the Charnian Supergroup is not known from either surface 116 
exposures or boreholes. 117 
The overlying Maplewell Group is ca. 1800 m thick. The base of the group is defined 118 
by the Benscliffe Breccia Member (Moseley and Ford, 1985), comprising up to 100 m of 119 
crudely stratified lithic lapilli tuffs and andesitic breccias composed of angular to subrounded 120 
blocks set within a coarse-grained, crystal-lithic matrix (Fig. DR 1c). It is interpreted as a 121 
long run-out, subaqueous, pyroclastic block flow (Carney 1999). The Beacon Hill and 122 
Bradgate formations dominate the Maplewell Group in the south and east of the inlier 123 
(Moseley and Ford, 1989), and mainly consist of decimeter-scale tabular beds of planar-124 
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laminated mudstone and siltstone, and subordinate normally graded, fine-grained sandstone. 125 
Coarser-grained lithologies are largely restricted to specific horizons within the Bradgate 126 
Formation, where they include massive, meter-scale beds of very coarse-grained sandstone. 127 
Tuffaceous beds, including probable primary water-lain ash-falls, are notably more abundant 128 
in the Beacon Hill Formation, where they form distinctive pale-weathering, siliceous 129 
horizons. The boundary between the Beacon Hill Formation and the succeeding Bradgate 130 
Formation is traditionally taken at the base of the Sliding Stone Slump Breccia Member 131 
(Moseley and Ford, 1985; 1989), which consists of 5.5 m or more of very coarse-grained, 132 
volcaniclastic sandstone containing large clasts and contorted rafts of mudstone and siltstone. 133 
However, in the stratigraphy presented here (Fig. 2), the boundary is lowered a few tens of 134 
meters to encompass a larger package of similar lithologies, including the Park Breccia 135 
(Worssam and Old, 1988), which record an interval of repeated major subaqueous debris-136 
flow events (Sutherland et al., 1994). 137 
In the north-west of the inlier, the Beacon Hill Formation merges with (and is 138 
replaced by) the Charnwood Lodge Volcanic Formation (Fig. 1). This unit consists of ca. 139 
1000 m of bouldery volcanic breccias and lithic lapilli tuffs, and is interpreted as the product 140 
of repeated subaqueous pyroclastic block flows derived from dome-collapse events (Carney, 141 
1999; 2000b). It forms an apron around the Bardon Hill and Whitwick volcanic complexes 142 
(Fig. 1), which comprise suites of massive and brecciated, fine-grained, dacitic and andesitic 143 
rocks. These likely include both high level intrusions and extrusive volcanic rocks (Moseley 144 
and Ford, 1985; Worssam and Old, 1988; Le Bas, 1996). 145 
The Bradgate Formation is succeeded by the Hanging Rocks Formation, which 146 
constitutes the uppermost division of the Charnian Supergroup. It consists of ca. 20 m of 147 
matrix-supported, fine- to medium-grained conglomerates and interbedded medium-grained 148 
sandstones and subordinate tuffaceous siltstones, overlain by ca. 30 m of red-purple, 149 
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tuffaceous pelites and greywacke sandstones (McIlroy et al., 1998). The conglomerates 150 
record a significant change in sedimentary regime, and include exotic pebbles that are 151 
petrographically distinct from the rest of the Charnian sequence (see Carney, 2000c), such as 152 
single or aggregated crystals of quartz and K-feldspar. The lower and upper boundaries of the 153 
Hanging Rocks Formation are not well exposed, prompting debate about which represents the 154 
local Precambrian/Cambrian boundary (e.g. Moseley and Ford, 1985; McIlroy et al., 1998; 155 
Boynton and Moseley, 1999). 156 
The Charnian Supergroup is intruded by two suites of diorites that record the terminal 157 
phase of Charnian magmatism. The North Charnwood Diorites are medium- to coarse-158 
grained and form sub-vertical sheets up to 60 m thick within the Blackbrook Reservoir and 159 
Beacon Hill formations. The South Charnwood Diorites are coarser-grained, have a 160 
granophyric texture, and form much more substantial, broadly concordant bodies. These 161 
intrusions are less sheared than the North Charnwood Diorites (Worssam and Old, 1988) and 162 
truncate flexures within the hosting Bradgate Formation (Carney and Pharaoh, 2000b), 163 
implying that they represent the youngest magmatic phase in the inlier. 164 
The degree to which the rocks are comprised of two or more of pyroclastic, epiclastic 165 
or holoclastic components is critically important to the interpretation of the ages of the 166 
zircons for the Charnian Supergroup.  Establishing with confidence an epiclastic versus 167 
pyroclastic origin for the volcaniclastic zircons from a particular sedimentary horizon will 168 
result in the associated U-Pb isotope data being interpreted as maximum versus depositional 169 
or near-depositional ages for both that horizon and its associated fossils. For the stratiform 170 
rocks of the Blackbrook and Maplewell groups sampled here (excepting the Hanging Rocks 171 
Formation), it is noteworthy that the overwhelmingly dominant granular components (Figures 172 
DR 1, a-d) are angular to subrounded lithic grains of microcrystalline andesite and dacite, 173 
together with euhedral to fragmented and sharply angular crystals of quartz and plagioclase. 174 
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This textural evidence, although not definitive, supports a volcanic pyroclastic ± epiclastic 175 
origin. Furthermore, in some Charnwood finer-grained tuffaceous rocks there are relicts of 176 
volcanic glass shards preserved, despite the overprinting Phanerozoic low-grade 177 
metamorphism affecting the rocks. 178 
Within the Maplewell group, particularly for the Charnwood Lodge and Beacon Hill 179 
Formations, there is a spatial association of andesitic to dacitic breccias through to fine-180 
grained water-lain tuffs, the latter commonly containing devitrified glass shards now 181 
composed of microcrystalline aggregates preserving the original shard morphology (Fig 3 a-182 
b). Based on the presence of these glass shards and their unabraded condition, a pyroclastic 183 
origin is suggested for at least some of the grains in the tuffaceous units. Additionally, 184 
although the lithic volcanic grains mostly lack vesicular or shardic textures, this does not rule 185 
out their ultimate pyroclastic origin since ‘dense’ lithic material is a typical product of dome-186 
collapse events (Stix, 1991), a style of volcanism inferred for the NW Charnwood Forest 187 
volcanic complexes (Carney, 2000a).  Following the argument that at least some of the 188 
volcaniclastic components of the Maplewell group rocks can be assigned a pyroclastic origin, 189 
the zircons present also potentially reflect pyroclastic and epiclastic contributions.  The 190 
presence of zircons that are pyroclastic in origin would be supported by observing an 191 
upwardly younging chronostratigraphy as defined by the youngest zircons dated at each 192 
sampled location.  In this instance the age defined by these zircons would be, or would 193 
closely approximate, the age of the fossils at those stratigraphic levels. 194 
The Hanging Rocks Formation is distinct from the underlying Maplewell Group rocks 195 
in that it contains a clearly holoclastic detrital component, in addition to volcanic epiclastic 196 
and pyroclastic constituents, in the form of rounded pebbles of composition distinct (e.g. 197 
quartz + K-feldspar) from any other exposed Charnwood rocks (Carney, 2000c; see also DR 198 
Fig. 4).  Evidence for a pyroclastic component is provided by the occurrence of glass shards, 199 
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similar to those noted in the underlying Beacon Hill tuffaceous rocks, in tuffaceous interbeds 200 
in the upper part of the Hanging Rocks Formation exposures (Worssam and Old, 1988; 201 
McIlroy et al., 1998). The presence of these potentially pyroclastic grains accompanied by 202 
abundant microcrystalline andesitic grains, and being overlain by the Cambrian Brand 203 
Formation, is consistent with the notion that the Hanging Rocks Formation is related to the 204 
waning stages of Precambrian volcanism at Charnwood.  Zircons recovered from the 205 
Hanging Rocks Formation would thus be expected to represent contributions from a variety 206 
of proximal and distal sources based on the observed range of detrital material, with the 207 
youngest zircon grains possibly being pyroclastic and derived from the same volcanic centers 208 
as the other underlying Maplewell Group rocks. 209 
The identification of a pyroclastic component in the rocks of the Blackbrook Group is 210 
more problematic than with the Maplewell Group rocks.  Only the Ives Head Formation was 211 
investigated here, with the overlying Blackbrook Reservoir Formation remaining to be 212 
investigated, and so only an incomplete assessment can be made.  As the Ives Head 213 
Formation turbiditic volcaniclastic sandstones through to siltstones are comprised of 214 
monomict microcrystalline andesitic to dacitic grains, they are similar to many Maplewell 215 
Group volcaniclastic rocks. In contrast to the Maplewell Group rocks, however, a link to a 216 
volcanic center based on the exposed geology cannot be made as clearly for the Ives Head 217 
Formation.  In addition, tuffaceous strata have not thus far been found that might supply 218 
evidence of primary pyroclastic grains, and neither are there proximal facies coarse-grained 219 
volcanic fragmental rocks present. 220 
This monomict nature is consistent with the criteria of Stix (1991) for primary ‘mass 221 
flows of pyroclastic debris’. There are slight variations in degree of crystallinity and 222 
angularity between grains and these differences, together with the observed stacking of some 223 
turbidites into sequences of a few to several meters thickness, rather than in single very thick 224 
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units, may suggest a secondary origin (Cas and Wright, 1991; Schneider et al., 2001; Stix, 225 
1991).  Such secondary turbidites need not be necessarily synchronous with an explosive 226 
eruption but could result from slumping of previously accumulated pyroclastic material (Stix, 227 
1991) akin to recently described deep-water deposits surrounding Montserrat (Trofimovs et 228 
al., 2006). 229 
Although a close link to pyroclastic activity is possible given the monomict character 230 
of the grains, a clear differentiation of epiclastic and pyroclastic origin based on petrography 231 
is not possible.  The only diagnostic criterion available to this study is limited to observations 232 
of the degree of angularity of the andesite-dacite fragments, and so because of this limitation, 233 
it could be argued as effectively that these rocks are epiclastic volcaniclastic rocks.  The 234 
unaltered and in some cases highly angular state of the grains is consistent with derivation by 235 
erosion of a volcanic arc with little or no chemical weathering and short transport distances 236 
from volcanic hinterland to basin.  There is an indeterminate lag time between volcanism and 237 
sedimentary deposition in this case.  The above are consistent with some microcrystalline 238 
andesite-dacite grains exhibiting a degree of rounding and that the Ives Head Formation 239 
turbidites are observed in isolation from other types of volcaniclastic rocks.  Therefore, due to 240 
the uncertainty in ascribing pyroclastic versus epiclastic origins to any of the volcaniclastic 241 
materials in the Blackbrook Group, the interpretation here of the zircon ages is that the 242 
youngest zircon grain dated is representative of a maximum age estimate of these 243 
sedimentary units.  244 
Pharaoh et al. (1987) report geochemical data for intrusive and volcaniclastic rocks in 245 
the succession and propose a general geological setting for the supergroup as a whole. They 246 
interpret major element and selected trace element compositions of andesites and dacites 247 
from the Whitwick and Bardon Hill volcanic complexes (Fig. 1) as indicative of calc-248 
alkaline, volcanic arc-type magmatism along a convergent plate boundary. Integration of 249 
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additional geochemical and field data led Carney (2000b) and Carney and Pharaoh (2000a) to 250 
further suggest that these volcanic complexes represent the roots of subvolcanic intrusions 251 
and domes whose composition is close to that of the Charnian parental magmas. Of note are 252 
the low concentrations of high field strength elements (HFSE) of these rocks (e.g. Zr ~45-80 253 
ppm; see DR section 4), a feature shared by Maplewell Group volcaniclastic strata below the 254 
Hanging Rocks Formation. In contrast, the few available analyses for the Blackbrook Group 255 
indicate, on average, significantly higher Zr (~100-200 ppm; Pharaoh and Evans, 1987). 256 
Overall, Pharaoh et al. (1987) suggest derivation of the Charnian Supergroup from primitive, 257 
relatively unfractionated magmas generated within a volcanic arc that was located on oceanic 258 
crust or highly attenuated, immature continental crust. The spatially related South Charnwood 259 
Diorite intrusions were emplaced into the Maplewell Group and have similarly low Zr 260 
contents (~60-110 ppm), but belong to the high-K calc-alkaline series. Their composition 261 
suggests that the volcanic arc, to which the Charnwood Supergroup is related, had achieved 262 
greater maturity in its later stages and was floored by thickened crust (Noble et al., 1993). 263 
264 
Paleontology of the Charnian Supergroup 265 
Precambrian fossils from Charnwood Forest were first documented as early as 1848, and 266 
played a key role in demonstrating the Precambrian age of the Australian Ediacara biota and 267 
other Neoproterozoic macro-biotas worldwide (see Howe et al., 2012, and references 268 
therein). More than a dozen fossiliferous bedding planes are known in Charnwood, ranging 269 
from the middle part of the Ives Head Formation through to the upper part of the Bradgate 270 
Formation. Their stratigraphic distribution is conspicuously uneven: there are particular 271 
concentrations around the level of the Sliding Stone Slump Breccia and the upper part of the 272 
Bradgate Formation (Fig. 2). The degree to which this distribution records a primary 273 
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paleoenvironmental signal or some secondary effect(s) (e.g. taphonomic, structural, outcrop 274 
area) is currently uncertain. 275 
The Charnian biotas (Fig. 4) have been divided into two informal assemblages (Wilby 276 
et al., 2011). The so-called Lubcloud Assemblage is restricted to a single bedding plane 277 
surface in the Ives Head Formation, close to the base of the exposed succession. It hosts a 278 
collection of at least 16 moderately high epirelief impressions, each with a broadly circular or 279 
oval outline and a relatively simple, irregular or lobate, internal architecture. These fossils 280 
were originally assigned to 3 new genera (Blackbrookia, Ivesheadia, Shepshedia, Boynton 281 
and Ford, 1995), but most workers now consider them to be preservational variants (i.e. 282 
taphomorphs) of other taxa (though see Laflamme et al., 2011), and collectively refer to them 283 
as ivesheadiomorphs (Liu et al., 2011; Wilby et al., 2011). Their affinities remain unclear 284 
and, consequently, distinction of the Lubcloud Assemblage may be taphonomic. 285 
The Mercian Assemblage encompasses fossiliferous horizons within the Beacon Hill 286 
and Bradgate formations (Fig. 2). In most cases, these are dominated by rangeomorphs, a 287 
high-order clade of uncertain affinity that is characterized by fronds with a pseudofractal 288 
architecture (Narbonne, 2004; Brasier et al., 2012). Fronds of Charniodiscus, considered by 289 
Xiao and Laflamme (2009) and Erwin et al. (2011) to be a member of the equally enigmatic 290 
Arboreomorpha, or the “Frondomorpha” of Grazhdankin et al. (2011), also form an important 291 
contingent on several surfaces, and the discoidal holdfasts (Aspidella) of both groups of 292 
fronds are ubiquitous. In all cases, the fossils are preserved as low epirelief impressions and 293 
retain sub-millimetric detail. Currently, the oldest-known representative of the Mercian 294 
Assemblage is a single Aspidella disc in the middle of the Beacon Hill Formation, ca. 2000 m 295 
stratigraphically above the Lubcloud Assemblage. 296 
The Mercian Assemblage has yielded the type specimens of several important 297 
Ediacaran taxa, most notably Charnia masoni, Charniodiscus concentricus and Bradgatia 298 
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linfordensis (Ford, 1958; Boynton and Ford, 1995). Recent work has shown that these form 299 
part of high diversity and high density communities, preserved en masse and in situ beneath 300 
event beds (Wilby et al., 2011). The composition of the communities most closely resembles 301 
those of the Avalonian assemblages in Newfoundland (e.g. see Hofmann et al., 2008; Liu et 302 
al., 2012), which are broadly coeval and occupied comparable deepwater settings (Wood et 303 
al., 2003). A number of taxa are shared in common (e.g. Charnia, Charniodiscus, Bradgatia, 304 
Primocandelabrum), but both regions also host a substantial number of apparently endemic 305 
forms. Notable is the contrast in abundance of prostrate/reclining taxa (e.g. Fractofusus, 306 
Hapsidophyllas, Pectinifrons), which are abundant in the Newfoundland biotas but seemingly 307 
absent in the Charnian ones, implying that the communities had profoundly different 308 
structures (Wilby et al., 2011). 309 
310 
Regional setting and previous geochronology 311 
Together with other late Neoproterozoic sequences in southern Britain (e.g. Tucker and 312 
Pharaoh, 1991), the Charnian Supergroup represents the local products of the eastern sector 313 
of the ‘Avalonian’ volcanic arc (Gibbons and Horak, 1996; O'Brien et al., 1996; Nance et al., 314 
2008). In southern Britain, these East Avalonian rocks and recently recognized Meguma 315 
Terrane rocks in N Wales (Waldron et al., 2011) form a collage of tectonically bounded 316 
‘terranes’ (Fig. 1, inset), each with a distinct tectonostratigraphic succession. Charnwood 317 
Forest forms part of the Charnwood Terrane, bounded to the east by the entirely concealed 318 
Fenland Terrane (Noble et al., 1993; Pharaoh and Carney, 2000), and to the west by the 319 
Wrekin Terrane of the Welsh Borders; the Cymru and Monian Terranes lie farther to the west 320 
beneath Wales. 321 
Three periods of magmatism can be distinguished. The earliest period, dated at ca. 322 
710-675 Ma, is recorded by rocks of the Wrekin Terrane, which encompass the Stanner 323 
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Hanter and Malvern complexes (Strachan et al., 2007; Schofield et al., 2010). This was 324 
followed by a moderately high-grade metamorphic episode at ca. 665-650 Ma, affecting both 325 
the Wrekin Terrane and Monian Terrane of Anglesey, and broadly coeval with the 326 
‘Avalonian-Cadomian’ orogenesis (Strachan et al., 1996; Strachan et al., 2007).  The next 327 
significant magmatic pulse occurred ca. 620-600 Ma and is principally recorded in the 328 
Monian and Cymru terranes (Tucker and Pharaoh, 1991; Compston et al., 2002; Schofield et 329 
al., 2008), though felsic tuffs in the Oxendon, Orton and Glinton boreholes to the southeast of 330 
Charnwood Forest (Fig. 1 inset) suggest contemporary magmatic activity in the Fenland 331 
Terrane (Noble et al., 1993). Granophyric diorites of the Caldecote Volcanic Formation at 332 
Nuneaton, part of the Charnwood Terrane, are dated at 603 ± 2 Ma (Tucker and Pharaoh, 333 
1991). 334 
The youngest episode of East Avalonian magmatism, between ca. 572 and 556 Ma, is 335 
recorded in the Cymru and Wrekin terranes. It is constrained in the Cymru Terrane by tuffs in 336 
the Arfon Group (Compston et al., 2002), and in the Wrekin Terrane by Uriconian volcanic 337 
rocks (rhyolite lavas) and the Ercall granophyre (Tucker and Pharaoh, 1991), bentonites and 338 
tuffs in the Longmyndian Supergroup (Compston et al., 2002), and rhyolitic tuffs of the 339 
Warren House Formation (Tucker and Pharaoh, 1991; Brasier, 2009). 340 
SHRIMP zircon U-Pb dates for two stratigraphic levels within the Maplewell Group 341 
indicate that magmatism in the Charnwood Supergroup was coincident with this youngest 342 
Avalonian episode (Compston et al., 2002). The interpretation of the SHRIMP U-Pb data is 343 
reliant upon assumptions in converting relatively imprecise U-Pb data points (typical 344 
206Pb/238U 2 sigma age uncertainties of  2%) into a more precise interpreted date (see review 345 
by Condon and Bowring, 2011). Notwithstanding these caveats, age probability density plots 346 
for the Park Breccia Member (Fig. 5), a unit at the base of the Bradgate Formation, reveal a 347 
prominent ca. 540-580 Ma peak, a subordinate ca. 600-640 Ma peak, and minor amounts of 348 
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older material. In detail, the 540-580 Ma peak has three maxima corresponding to mixture-349 
modeled ages of 548.7 ± 1.7 Ma, 559.3 ± 1.9 Ma, and 573.2 ± 1.0 Ma. The 559.3 ± 1.9 Ma 350 
date was interpreted as the true depositional age, on the basis of it being broadly within the 351 
then understood age range for other localities containing frondose Ediacaran macro-fossils. 352 
Compston et al. (2002) also investigated a ‘tuff’ from Bardon Hill Quarry, which gave a 353 
prominent asymmetric peak at 590.5 ± 1.6 Ma, with a small subsidiary peak at 566.1 ± 3.1 354 
Ma, the latter interpreted as dating the time of volcanic eruption. These SHRIMP data 355 
provide some useful first-order age constraints for the Charnian Supergroup, but a more 356 
precise geochronology provided by CA-ID-TIMS analysis is needed in order to more 357 
accurately understand the global context of the biotas.   358 
Final magmatic cessation was diachronous across Avalonia from ca. 600 Ma to 540 359 
Ma (Nance et al., 2008), with magmatism in the part of East Avalonia now represented in 360 
southern Britain ending at ca. 560-555 Ma (Pharaoh and Carney, 2000). During or soon after 361 
that time, the arc associated with the Charnian Supergroup was tectonically juxtaposed with 362 
other volcanic arcs, marginal basins and intra-arc basins, thus forming the Avalonian 363 
Superterrane (Gibbons, 1990). Erosion and/or subsidence of the consolidated Avalonian 364 
landmass was followed by a significant Cambrian transgression of the Iapetus Ocean 365 
(Brasier, 1980). Provenance studies on the Lower Cambrian Wrekin Quartzite (Murphy et al., 366 
2004) show that the U-Pb ages of detrital zircon grains fall into three groupings that broadly 367 
reflect the main phases of local Avalonian magmatism outlined above, these being at: 672 ± 9 368 
to 651 ± 10 Ma, 628 ± 7 to 598 ± 6 Ma, and 564 ± 5 to 534 ± 8 Ma. Single zircon grains at 369 
715 Ma and in the ranges 1036-1539 Ma, together with one Palaeoproterozoic (1.7 Ga) and 370 
one Archaean (ca. 3 Ga) zircon, were also recorded. 371 
372 
U-Pb GEOCHRONOLOGY 373 
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Seventeen horizons within the Charnian Supergroup were sampled, and 8 sample sites 374 
yielded zircon grains suitable for geochronology (Fig. 1). These span the full stratigraphic 375 
succession and include the key lithostratigraphic boundaries and principal fossil occurrences 376 
(Fig. 2). The South Charnwood Diorite intrusions were also sampled in order to constrain the 377 
youngest possible depositional age for the bulk of the succession, but no suitable zircons 378 
were recovered. 379 
380 
Analytical Methods 381 
Full details of the analytical techniques employed are given in the online supplemental 382 
material1. In brief, annealed zircons were mounted in epoxy (Mattinson, 2005), CL imaged, 383 
and analysed by laser ablation multicollector inductively coupled mass spectrometer (LA-384 
MC-ICP-MS) (Horstwood et al., 2003). Chemically abraded zircons (12 hr at 180° C) were 385 
analysed by ID-TIMS. This process serves to eliminate Pb-loss as well as to remove 386 
potentially high common Pb domains within the crystals, such as the large melt inclusions 387 
that occupy the central portions of many grains analysed in this study. The accuracy of the 388 
ID-TIMS 238U/206Pb dates presented herein is controlled by the gravimetric calibration of the 389 
EARTHTIME U-Pb tracer (ET535), the determination of the 238U decay constant, and the 390 
present day 238U/235U (Jaffey et al., 1971; Condon et al., 2007, Hiess et al., 2012). Age 391 
uncertainties are presented as ± (X,Y,Z), where X is the uncertainty arising solely from 392 
internal or analytical uncertainty, Y includes X and the tracer calibration uncertainty, and Z 393 





Summary sample details and their geological contexts are provided in Table 1. Detailed field 397 
and petrographic descriptions, SEM catholdoluminescence images of typical zircon grains 398 
(Fig. DR 2), calculation of LA-ICP-MS ages, concordia plots (Figs. DR 3 and 4) and tables of 399 
U-Pb data (Tables DR 1 and 2) are given in the online Data Repository. The most salient 400 
aspects of the geology and results of the LA-ICP-MS and CA-ID-TIMS dating are 401 
summarized below and are illustrated in figures 5 and 6. 402 
 403 
Ives Head Formation (Blackbrook Group): Samples JNC 916, 836, 917  404 
Samples JNC 916 and JNC 836 were collected from rocks occupying stratigraphic positions 405 
within ca. 500 m of the lowest exposed part of the Charnian Supergroup and comprise 406 
normally graded volcaniclastic sandstones. Sample JNC 916 was collected at Morley Quarry 407 
just above the exposed base of the Ives Head Formation from a several meters-thick 408 
succession of volcaniclastic sandstones, siltstones and mudstones. JNC 836 was taken from 409 
1.5 m below the bedding plane containing the Lubcloud Assemblage at the eponymous Ives 410 
Head locality (Boynton and Ford, 1995). JNC 917 is from the type locality of the South 411 
Quarry Breccia Member (Moseley and Ford, 1985; Carney, 2000a), which defines the top of 412 
the Ives Head Formation, and is representative of the coarser-grained breccia facies.  413 
Zircons from all three samples have a virtually identical morphology. The vast 414 
majority (~99%) are sharply facetted elongate crystals with pristine surfaces, suggesting 415 
minimal sedimentary abrasion. They have well-developed oscillatory zoning and typically 416 
contain melt inclusions (Fig. DR 2a-f). Colorless mineral inclusions are also present in many 417 
grains, as are inherited cores in some grains. Petrographic examination of the host samples 418 
shows that these zircons occur in the volcaniclastic matrix and, at least in JNC 836 (Fig. DR 419 
1a), also within volcanic lithic fragments. A trace proportion of zircons, distinct from the 420 
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dominant population, are slightly- to well-rounded, suggesting sedimentary abrasion or 421 
magmatic resorption (Fig. DR 2h). 422 
LA-ICPMS U-Pb data obtained for JNC 836 and 917 show that the majority of 423 
zircons with <5% discordance define single ca. 600 Ma populations with indistinguishable 424 
206Pb/238U ages of 611 +2/-4 Ma and 611 ± 2 Ma (as calculated using TuffZirc; Ludwig, 425 
2003; Ludwig and Mundil, 2002), respectively (Fig. 6). JNC 836 zircons additionally record 426 
older dates of 630 ± 12 Ma, 703 ± 14 Ma, 1045 ± 18 Ma, 1228 ± 20 Ma and 1484 ± 29 Ma. 427 
These dates constrain the ages of inherited cores based on textures in ablated grains (Fig. DR 428 
2g), or possibly where mixtures of core and rim zircon material may have been accidentally 429 
ablated, although the latter was unlikely given the consistency of isotope ratios observed 430 
throughout the ablation periods for all analysed grains. 431 
CA-ID-TIMS data corroborate and refine the LA-ICPMS results, with concordant 432 
data sets for JNC 916, 836 and 917 revealing an age range within samples from ca. 620 to ca. 433 
611 Ma. Separate from this main group are two slightly older zircons with 206U/238U ages of434 
ca. 622 Ma. The youngest grains from each of the 3 samples overlap within error between 435 
611.3 ± (0.6, 0.8, 1.1) Ma and 612.3 ± (0.7, 0.9, 1.1) Ma.  A maximum age for these rocks of 436 
611 Ma is assigned on the basis of these youngest zircons due to the lack of definitive 437 
evidence that these grains are true pyroclastic zircons. 438 
439 
Beacon Hill Formation (Maplewell Group): Samples JNC 918, 907, 911 440 
Three locations in the Beacon Hill Formation provided zircon-bearing samples whose results 441 
are presented here. The lowermost sample (JNC 918) is from the type locality (at “Pillar 442 
rock”, see Moseley and Ford, 1985) of the Benscliffe Breccia Member at the base of the 443 
Beacon Hill Formation, and consists of an andesite breccia with a coarse crystal-lithic matrix 444 
(Carney, 1999). Zircons from sample JNC 918 are mostly stubby, colorless and sharply 445 
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faceted, and they typically contain prominent melt inclusions. LA-ICPMS data show that the 446 
zircon population from this horizon differs significantly from the underlying Blackbrook 447 
Group due to the presence of a <600 Ma zircon component. Population unmixing calculations 448 
for <10% discordant data yields two main age components at 600 ± 2 Ma and 569 ± 7 Ma. 449 
CA-ID-TIMS analysis of the youngest grains identified by LA-ICPMS, together with 450 
additional grains prepared solely for CA-ID-TIMS, confirm <600 Ma ages (Fig. 6); 2 out of 451 
12 analyses are concordant and give a 206U/238U age of 569.1 ± (0.5, 0.7, 0.9) Ma. The rest of 452 
the CA-ID-TIMS ages range from 618-611 Ma, which overlaps within error that of the 453 
samples from the underlying Blackbrook Group. 454 
Sample JNC 907 was collected from Bardon Hill Quarry from the same general 455 
locality as the ‘tuff’ sample CH8 of Compston et al. (2002), ostensibly from the Bardon Hill 456 
Volcanic Complex, but from ‘bedded volcanic rocks’.  Close re-examination of the field 457 
relationships during this study indicate these ‘bedded volcanics’ are well-stratified 458 
volcaniclastic strata faulted against the Bardon Hill Volcanic Complex sensu stricto. Carney 459 
and Pharaoh (2000a) originally considered these strata to be part of the Bradgate Formation; 460 
however, the 566.1 ± 3.1 Ma age of Compston et al’s (2002) CH8 sample is significantly 461 
older than their age for the Park Breccia (CH2, 559.3 ± 2.0 Ma) at the base of the Bradgate 462 
Formation, suggesting contemporaneity with a level in the underlying Beacon Hill Formation 463 
instead. 464 
JNC 907 comprises normally graded volcaniclastic sandstones and siltstones. 465 
Petrographic examination of the coarser material shows angular quartz and plagioclase 466 
crystal fragments typical of other Charnian volcaniclastic rocks, together with tightly packed, 467 
sub-rounded to highly angular lithic fragments of varied lithology, including glassy, oxidised 468 
and locally shardic andesite, and andesite with textures ranging between aphanitic, 469 
microgranular and fluxional/intergranular. Most of the recovered zircons have morphologies 470 
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and internal features similar to those in JNC 918. A minor proportion of the total amount of 471 
zircon recovered are grains with abraded, rounded surfaces. CA-ID-TIMS data were obtained 472 
for 5 euhedral and apparently unabraded grains, one of which has a 206Pb/238U age of 614.5 ± 473 
0.6 Ma, while the other four had 206Pb/238U ages of ca. 567-565 Ma. The age of JNC 907 is 474 
interpreted here to be 565.2 ± (0.3, 0.7, 0.9) Ma, based on the 206Pb/238U ages of two 475 
overlapping and concordant analyses; this confirms and refines the Compston et al. (2002) 476 
age of 566.1 ± 3.1 Ma. 477 
Sample JNC 911 is from the summit of Beacon Hill, where Aspidella has been found 478 
(Fig. 4f), lying approximately in the middle of the Beacon Hill Formation. It is a vitric tuff 479 
(Carney, 2000d) that contains abundant zircons that are morphologically similar to those 480 
recovered from JNC 918. Given their lack of surface abrasion, the grains are interpreted to be 481 
proximally derived. Only ca. 600 Ma grains were encountered, with CA-ID-TIMS data on 4 482 
grains giving a 206Pb/238U age range of 614.7 – 611.6 Ma. 483 
 484 
Park Breccia, Bradgate Formation (Maplewell Group): Sample JNC 912 485 
Sample JNC 912 is from the same location that Compston et al. (2002) collected their 486 
sample (CH2) of the Park Breccia, allowing the base of the Bradgate Formation to be dated. 487 
The Park Breccia occupies a stratigraphic position a few to several meters below one of the 488 
key fossil assemblages (Memorial Crags, Bradgate Park, Wilby et al., 2011). JNC 912 is a 489 
poorly sorted volcaniclastic sandstone containing centimeter-sized slivers of mudstone and 490 
siltstone.  Its matrix is comprised of andesitic grains showing a range of textures between 491 
aphanitic, microgranular and intergranular (Fig. DR 1d). The zircons are stubby, colorless 492 
and sharply facetted and as with similar zircons from the underlying Beacon Hill Formation, 493 
they typically contain prominent melt inclusions. CA-ID-TIMS analysis reveals the presence 494 
of two zircon populations. The older population has an average 206Pb/238U age of 613.5 ± 3.4 495 
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Ma, which lies within the age range of the main zircon population in the Ives Head Formation 496 
(Fig. 6). The younger zircons, however, are concordant with a 206Pb/238U age of 561.9 ± (0.3, 497 
0.7, 0.9) Ma (n = 7) which is interpreted here as the deposition age based on the presence of 498 
volcanic glass preserved in tuffaceous rocks exposed in other parts of the Bradgate 499 
Formation. These zircons were processed using the EARTHTIME tracer and supercede the 500 
previously reported CA-ID-TIMS data (concordia age = 563.9 ± 1.9 Ma, analytical 501 
uncertainty only; n = 4) that employed the Tom Krogh Carnegie 205Pb/235U tracer formerly 502 
used at NIGL (Carney and Noble, 2007; Wilby et al., 2011). 503 
504 
Hanging Rocks Formation (Maplewell Group): Sample JNC 846 505 
Sample JNC 846, from the type locality of the Hanging Rocks Formation (Carney, 2000c) 506 
and stratigraphically at the top of the Maplewell Group, is a poorly sorted micaceous 507 
sandstone containing well-rounded granules (Fig. DR 1e) and small pebbles (e.g. Carney, 508 
1999), as well as elongate siltstone clasts. The pebbles and granules are mainly of volcanic 509 
origin, and include microcrystalline andesite and dacite, but meta-quartzite and perthitic 510 
alkali feldspar are also present. The sample yielded a varied zircon population, including 511 
sharply facetted grains that are morphologically akin to those in the underlying units, as well 512 
as well-rounded detrital grains (DR Fig 2o-p). U-Pb ages derived from the LA-ICPMS data 513 
concentrate in the range 750-550 Ma, with older grains at 1176 ± 36 Ma, 2076 ± 55 Ma and 514 
2597 ± 76 Ma. Within the ca. 750-550 Ma range there are probability density peaks and 515 
isolated concordant analyses at 729 ± 9 Ma (n = 3), 673 ± 19 Ma (n = 1), 608 ± 2 Ma (n = 43) 516 
and 562 ± 6 Ma (n = 5). A mean 206Pb/238U age of 556.4 ± 6.4 Ma is obtained for the <10%517 
discordant youngest grains (n = 4), whose age is distinctly separate from the ca. 600 Ma 518 




The age of the Charnian Supergroup 522 
The zircon ages must be interpreted within the context of the petrogenetic and 523 
subsequent depositional history of the rocks. With respect to the Ives Head Formation, the 524 
youngest zircon analysis obtained is 611.3 ± (0.6, 0.8, 1.1) Ma (JNC 917). Similar 525 
overlapping dates were obtained for all other stratigraphic levels within the Blackbrook 526 
Group. This feature, coupled with an inability to unambiguously identify pyroclastic material 527 
based on the parts of the Blackbrook Group examined in this study, coupled with the 528 
obviously resedimented (volcaniclastic) character of the succession, means that the dates are 529 
best regarded as maximum depositional ages. The lack of constraint on the time elapsed 530 
between primary eruption of the grains and their subsequent remobilization and deposition as 531 
turbidites prevents a more definitive age assignment. Noteworthy is the apparent complete 532 
absence of any <570 Ma zircons in these rocks, which stands in stark contrast to their 533 
presence in all but one of the productive samples from the overlying Maplewell Group. Given 534 
the total number of grains examined by LA-ICPMS (n = 133) and CA-ID-TIMS (n = 32) for 535 
the Blackbrook Group, any such zircons should have been detected if they were present. At 536 
the very least, a minimum age for the Blackbrook Group of  569 Ma can be assigned based 537 
on the age of the youngest, likely syn-depositional, zircons in the Benscliffe Breccia Member 538 
at the base of the overlying Maplewell Group (JNC 918).    539 
These new U-Pb data provide broad age constraints for the ivesheadiamorph fossils 540 
preserved at Ives Head (Lubcloud Assemblage of Wilby et al., 2011) and that this assemblage 541 
must be younger than 611 Ma and older than 569 Ma. Providing tighter depositional age 542 
constraints is not possible at this point.  Although the overall petrographic character of these 543 
volcaniclastic rocks is consistent with them being a primary mass flow of pyroclastic debris 544 
further evidence is needed to link such strata directly to eruptive events.  Only the discovery 545 
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of datable horizons within the Ives Head Formation that can be unambiguously linked to a 546 
short-lived geological event, e.g. a volcanic ash bed, will lead to improvements in this 547 
chronology. Despite intensive efforts, no suitable horizons have been identified thus far. 548 
Nevertheless, the scale of the stratigraphic interval (ca. 1000 m, compacted) separating the 549 
Lubcloud Assemblage from the Benscliffe Breccia Member suggests that the assemblage is 550 
considerably older than 569 Ma. 551 
Interpretation of the geochronological data for the Maplewell Group is more 552 
straightforward. Pyroclastic grains in the form of unabraded volcanic glass shards are present 553 
in many of the tuffaceous horizons in both the Beacon Hill and Bradgate Formations, as 554 
noted above. Although the dated rocks are not all necessarily primary pyroclastic deposits, 555 
their sedimentology, geological relationships and the overall upward – younging trend of 556 
their zircon ages suggest that their deposition was penecontemporaneous with local 557 
volcanism. The earliest demonstrable volcanism in the group is given by the Benscliffe 558 
Breccia Member (JNC 918) at the base of the Beacon Hill Formation, dated at 569.1 ± (0.5, 559 
0.7, 0.94) Ma on the basis of the two youngest CA-ID-TIMS analyses and the lateral 560 
association with very coarse-grained andesite volcanic breccias of the Charnwood Lodge 561 
Formation. Additional constraint on the age of this formation is given by the volcaniclastic 562 
sequence in the Bardon Hill Quarry (JNC 907), dated at 565.2 ± (0.3, 0.7, 0.9) Ma (cf 566.1 ± 563 
3.1 Ma, Compston et al., 2002). 564 
The CA-ID-TIMS age of 561.9 ± (0.3, 0.7, 0.9) Ma for the Park Breccia at the base of 565 
the Bradgate Formation (JNC 912) is within uncertainty of the 559.3 ± 1.9 Ma date of 566 
Compston et al. (2002), the latter being partly based on correlation with the dated 567 
fossiliferous horizons at Mistaken Point (Benus, 1988). The refined age provided by the CA-568 
ID-TIMS data is consistent with the stratigraphically higher position of the Park Breccia 569 
relative to the Benscliffe Breccia Member (Fig. 2). Using the new ages of the Park Breccia 570 
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and the Benscliffe Breccia Member it is possible to derive an estimate of the average rate of 571 
accumulation for the Beacon Hill Formation (compacted) and, consequently, an age estimate 572 
for included fossiliferous horizons. In the eastern part of the inlier, the formation is ca. 1440 573 
m thick, thus giving a deposition rate of about 200 m/Myr. 574 
Age constraints for the uppermost part of the Charnian Supergroup are provided by 575 
the LA-ICPMS data for the Hanging Rocks Formation (JNC 846) whose age and relationship 576 
to underlying and overlying units had previously been uncertain. A late Neoproterozoic 577 
depositional age for this formation is supported by overlapping <5% discordant zircons at 578 
556.6 ± 6.4 Ma, with no zircons younger than about 550 Ma. This preliminary age is broadly 579 
supported by the apparent absence of pebbles of the distinctively granophyric South 580 
Charnwood Diorites within the unit, suggesting that these late Precambrian intrusions had yet 581 
to be erosionally unroofed, in contrast to the situation during the deposition of the overlying 582 
Lower Cambrian Brand Group (see McIlroy et al., 1998). The presence of pristine, unabraded 583 
volcanic ash shards within tuffaceous interbeds in the upper part of the Hanging Rocks 584 
Formation (Worssam and Old, 1988; McIlroy et al., 1998) demonstrates that sedimentation 585 
was coincident with volcanism. That this volcanism was probably a continuation of the 586 
Charnian arc system is borne out by the fact that the Hanging Rocks Formation and the 587 
preceding Maplewell Group rocks share the same dissected magmatic-arc petrographic 588 
signature (McIlroy et al., 1998). Hence, on balance, we consider the formation to be part of 589 
the Neoproterozoic succession and include it at the top of the Maplewell Group (Fig. 2). 590 
The age determinations for the Charnian Supergroup place maximum age constraints 591 
on the South Charnwood Diorites that are emplaced into the upper part of the Maplewell 592 
Group (Fig. 1). A Precambrian age was strongly suggested for these intrusions by the 593 
occurrence of detrital grains of granophyric diorite in Lower Cambrian quartz arenites of the 594 
Brand Hills Formation (Brand Group) and by textural similarities with Caldecote Formation 595 
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diorites at Nuneaton (Fig. 1, inset) (McIlroy et al., 1998). Petrographic similarity between the 596 
Nuneaton and Charnwood diorites were supported by similarities in major and trace element 597 
chemistry (Bridge et al., 1998) and Nd isotope signature (McIlroy et al., 1998). The new 598 
Charnian Supergroup ages establish a maximum age of ca. 561.9 ± 0.9 Ma for the South 599 
Charnwood Diorites.  This is comparable to the crystallization ages of other southern British 600 
Avalonian granophyric intrusions, such as the 560 ±1 Ma Ercall Granophyre (Tucker and 601 
Pharaoh, 1991) at The Wrekin (Fig. 1 inset).  If the 603 ± 2 Ma Nuneaton diorite zircon 602 
grains analysed by Tucker and Pharaoh (1991) are indeed primary magmatic grains then 603 
arguments for close geological correlation with the Charnwood diorites are invalidated. 604 
The new U-Pb data constrain the Mercian Assemblage to a ca. 12 Myr period: from 605 
ca. 569 Ma (the youngest zircons in the Benscliffe Breccia) to ca. 557 Ma (the maximum date 606 
for the Hanging Rocks Formation). The bedding-plane that hosts the type specimens of 607 
Bradgatia linfordensis (Boynton and Ford, 1995), as well as examples of several other taxa 608 
(see Wilby et al., 2011), is the most precisely constrained fossil horizon, with an age of 561.9 609 
± (0.3, 0.7, 0.9) Ma based on the date for the Park Breccia which lies a short stratigraphic 610 
interval below (Figs. 2 and 6). No zircons amenable to dating were obtained from the 611 
stratigraphically highest recorded Mercian Assemblage fossil locality, which hosts the most 612 
diverse biota (Wilby et al., 2011). However, since the strata are only ca. 200 m 613 
stratigraphically below the Hanging Rocks Formation, their age may be as young as ca. 557 614 
Ma. 615 
A fundamental feature of the Charnian Supergroup U-Pb data set is the persistence of 616 
ca. 610 Ma zircons throughout the entire stratigraphic section, and the absence of zircons 617 
with ca. 600-570 Ma ages.   The ca. 610 Ma zircon population is consistent and tightly age-618 
delimited in the Blackbrook Group, whereas there is a modest spread to younger mean ages 619 
going upwards into the Maplewell Group.  In the case of the Maplewell Group rocks, these 620 
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older zircons could represent xenocrysts incorporated into the andesitic-dacitic magmas of 621 
the volcanic centers associated with the Charnwood primary volcaniclastic rocks and erupted 622 
along with neocrystalline zircons from those magmas.  Alternatively, these older zircons may 623 
be representative of an epiclastic volcanic detritus contribution to the Maplewell 624 
volcaniclastic rocks that was persistently available throughout the entire depositional history 625 
of the group.  Of note is that this older population of zircons, that is consistently present 626 
within the Charnwood rocks, is broadly coeval with arc volcanism at ca. 620-600 Ma as 627 
recorded in the Cymru and Fenland terranes (Fig. 1, inset; Tucker and Pharaoh, 1991; 628 
Compston et al., 2002; Noble et al., 2003; Schofield et al., 2008).  The Fenland Terrane is a 629 
preferred candidate source for the pervasive ~600 Ma zircons in the Charnian rocks given its 630 
proximity to Charnwood.   Supporting evidence is provided by geochemical data for three 631 
volcanic pebbles separated from a conglomerate of the Hanging Rocks Formation (see DR 632 
section 4 and Fig. DR 4) whose major and trace element compositions are similar to Fenland 633 
Terrane rocks (Pharaoh et al., 1991). 634 
635 
Global context of the Charnian Supergroup 636 
The new data for the Charnian Supergroup augment current understanding of the wider 637 
Ediacaran macro-biota. Age constraints on the Lubcloud Assemblage of ivesheadiomorphs, 638 
and the Blackbrook Group in general (<611 Ma and >569 Ma), overlap at least the middle 639 
and upper parts of the Conception Group in Newfoundland (Fig. 7), based on zircon ages for 640 
its constituent Gaskiers and Mistaken Point formations at 582 Ma and ca. 565 Ma, 641 
respectively (Benus, 1988; Bowring in Schmitz, 2012). The oldest currently known Ediacaran 642 
macro-fossils occur towards the top of the Drook Formation in Newfoundland (Narbonne and 643 
Gehling, 2003), approximately 150 m stratigraphically below a level dated at 578.8 ± 0.5 Ma 644 
(Bowring in Schmitz, 2012). The maximum age (611 Ma) for the Lubcloud Assemblage far 645 
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exceeds this date, and also that of the Gaskiers Glaciation, beneath which no rangeomorph 646 
fronds have been reported. Even so, we note the substantial size, complexity and diversity of 647 
the Drook fossils, which imply considerable antecedence (cf. Narbonne and Gehling, 2003; 648 
Liu et al., 2012). 649 
Despite the potential antiquity of the Blackbrook Group there is a lack of glacigenic 650 
diamictites or related glacial lithologies at outcrop. Glacigenic strata are also absent from 651 
other Neoproterozoic successions in southern Britain (Pharaoh and Carney, 2000). This is in 652 
marked contrast to the situation elsewhere on Avalonia. For example, the Gaskiers Formation 653 
diamictite in Newfoundland is up to 300 m thick (see Eyles and Eyles, 1989). Several 654 
possibilities exist for their apparent absence in the Charnian Supergroup: (i) the Gaskiers 655 
equivalent time interval is present in the exposed succession, but glacigenic facies were not 656 
deposited/preserved; (ii) their presence is obscured by insufficient exposure and/or structural 657 
complexity; (iii) the base of the exposed succession is <582 Ma; or (iv) that there is a hiatus 658 
in deposition and/or volcanism between the Blackbrook and Maplewell groups such that 659 
material of Gaskiers age is not present. Based on the currently available data it is not possible 660 
to discriminate between these four possibilities, but the moderate level of exposure in 661 
Charnwood Forest and the scarcity of strike-parallel faults (see Fig. 1) make the second 662 
possibility unlikely. 663 
Age constraints on the taxonomically diverse Mercian Assemblage (569 Ma to ca. 664 
557 Ma) overlap the upper part of the Conception Group and at least the lower to middle 665 
parts of the St. John’s Group in Newfoundland (Fig. 7), based on the published relatively 666 
imprecise zircon age (565 ± 3 Ma; Benus, 1988) for the tuff on top of the fossil-rich E-667 
surface (Landing et al., 1988; Clapham et al., 2003) in the Mistaken Point Formation. 668 
Significantly, this time interval represents the acme of fossil diversity in both successions. 669 
The new Charnian data extend the known upper absolute chronostratigraphic ranges of 670 
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several taxa in the classic Avalon Assemblage (e.g. Charnia masoni, Charniodiscus cf. 671 
arboreus, Bradgatia linfordensis, Primocandelabrum sp., Aspidella) by ca. 8 Myrs (to ca. 672 
557 Ma). This highlights the typically long ranges (up to ca. 20 Ma) of Ediacaran taxa and 673 
the likely existence of stable, long-lived community structures within this deepwater biotope. 674 
The new data also help to elucidate the cause of observed provincial differences in the 675 
composition of Avalon Assemblage biotas. Charnwood Forest and the Avalon and Bonavista 676 
peninsulas of Newfoundland each support seemingly endemic taxa (e.g. see Clapham et al., 677 
2004; Hofmann et al., 2008; Wilby et al., 2011), despite paleogeographic proximity (e.g. Li et 678 
al., 2008). For example, Fractofusus and Pectinifrons are apparently absent in Charnwood 679 
Forest, whereas they are abundant through a considerable stratigraphic interval on the Avalon 680 
Peninsula (Gehling and Narbonne, 2007; Bamforth et al., 2008; see also Liu et al., 2012); 681 
Pectinifrons is not reported from the Bonavista Peninsula, but Fractofusus occurs in the 682 
Mistaken Point, Trepassey and Fermeuse formations (Hofmann et al., 2008). Equally, taxa 683 
such as Charniodiscus concentricus, and the informally named ‘dumbbell’ (Wilby et al., 684 
2011, their Fig. 2d), are apparently unique to Charnwood Forest.  Confirmation of the 685 
contemporaneity of these successions weakens the case for a temporal control on the 686 
observed differences, and supports assertions of paleoenvironmental sensitivity (Wilby et al., 687 
2011). Significantly, taxa that are shared between the three regions (e.g. Charnia masoni, 688 
Charniodiscus cf. arboreus, Bradgatia ?linfordensis) also occur in younger, shallower water 689 
deposits (e.g. see Hofmann and Mountjoy, 2010; Gehling and Droser, 2013), including 690 
carbonates (see Grazhdankin, 2004), confirming their wide environmental tolerance. 691 
Debate exists regarding the degree to which the classic Avalon, White Sea and Nama 692 
assemblages record genuine evolutionary differences, rather than paleobiogeographic or 693 
paleoenvironmental signals (e.g. see Waggoner, 2003; Grazhdankin, 2004; Narbonne, 2005; 694 
Narbonne et al., 2012; Gehling and Droser, 2013; Laflamme et al., 2013). Significantly, the 695 
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youngest part of the Charnian Supergroup (562 Ma to ca. 557) may partly overlap 696 
fossiliferous strata in the Ust’ Pinega Group of Russia, dated at 558 ± 1 Ma (Grazhdankin, 697 
2004) and 555 ± 0.3 Ma (Martin et al., 2000), which are typically assigned to the White Sea 698 
Assemblage (e.g. Narbonne et al., 2012; Laflamme et al., 2013). Deposition of the Charnian 699 
succession was also contemporaneous with the turbiditic part of the Stretton Group in the 700 
Longmynd Inlier (Shropshire, UK), dated at 566.6 ± 2.9 Ma, and potentially also the 701 
overlying fossiliferous deltaic beds, parts of which predate 555.9 ± 3.5 Ma (Compston et al., 702 
2002). The Stretton Group contains a very different fossil assemblage to the Charnian 703 
Supergroup, apparently lacking fronds and being dominated by discoidal forms such as 704 
Intrites and Beltanelliformis (see Callow et al., 2011; Liu, 2011), but nevertheless it forms 705 
part of Wrekin Terrane (see Fig 1), a component of Avalonia (see Pharaoh and Carney, 706 
2000). All of this indicates that very different communities existed in separate settings at the 707 
same time, confirming paleoenvironment (and its likely taphonomic consequences) to have 708 
been the first-order control on biota composition (Grazhdankin, 2004; Wilby et al., 2011; 709 
Gehling and Droser, 2013). 710 
The results of this study suggest three avenues of investigation that could be followed 711 
to further advance our understanding of this important Ediacaran fossil locality.  First, the 712 
conservative interpretation of the youngest zircons discovered thus far in the Blackbrook 713 
Group as being indicative of a maximum age for the ivesheadiamorphs in Charnwood Forest 714 
needs further research.  Field work for this study only investigated the Ives Head Formation 715 
turbiditic rocks.  What is now needed is a careful search for, and dating of, strata that contain 716 
identifiably primary pyroclastic constituents, for example ash beds, in both the Ives Head 717 
Formation and upwards into the Blackbrook Reservoir Formation.  Secondly, new fossil 718 
horizon discoveries are being made on a regular basis at Charnwood through the continued 719 
research by BGS investigators and others, and these discoveries will need to be placed within 720 
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an accurate and precise chronostratigraphy that is being updated.  Such refinements to the 721 
chronostratigraphy are necessary as they will help facilitate correlation with an emerging 722 
Ediacaran chronology worldwide.  An assessment of the geochronology potential of all 723 
available ash beds in the Maplewell Group was beyond the scope of this study and there 724 
remains much to be done.  Finally, the data presented for the Hanging Rocks Formation 725 
provides a useful preliminary age but suitable zircons for dating were exhausted before high 726 
precision ages by CA-ID-TIMS could be obtained.  Further geochronology investigation of 727 
this formation will lead to insights into the nature of the minimum age of the Charnwood 728 
Precambrian fossils as well as nature of the Precambrian-Cambrian transition that is 729 
represented by the Hanging Rocks Formation and overlying Brand Formation. 730 
731 
CONCLUSIONS 732 
High precision U-Pb zircon dating of multiple levels within the ca. 3200 m thick Charnian 733 
Supergroup of central England has generated a better resolved chronostratigraphy for the 734 
fossiliferous succession. The oldest division, the Blackbrook Group, has a prominent late 735 
Neoproterozoic 620-611 Ma zircon population; notable is the complete absence of ca. 570-736 
560 Ma zircons. The overlying Maplewell Group shows a dual distribution of zircon ages: an 737 
older population that is statistically indistinguishable from the main zircon population in the 738 
Blackbrook Group, and a younger one ranging between 569 Ma and ca. 557 ± 6 Ma, 739 
interpreted here to reflect the age of deposition. Thus, there is very considerable temporal 740 
overlap with the fossiliferous successions on the Avalon Peninsula of Newfoundland 741 
(Narbonne, 2005). Observed differences in the structure and composition of their respective 742 
coeval communities are therefore most parsimoniously interpreted as evidence of ecological 743 
specialization (cf Wilby et al., 2011). 744 
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On the basis of the new zircon age interpretations, the oldest fossiliferous horizon in 745 
Charnwood Forest, consisting entirely of ivesheadiomorphs, is constrained to the interval 746 
<611 Ma and >569 Ma. Given that the fossils lie >600 m below the 569 Ma Benscliffe 747 
Breccia Member, they are likely to be significantly older than 570 Ma, perhaps of comparable 748 
or greater antiquity to the oldest known Ediacaran macro-fossils in Newfoundland (dated at 749 
ca. 579 Ma). The highest diversity biotas in Charnwood Forest, which lie within the upper 750 
part of the Maplewell Group, are constrained to the interval ≤562 Ma-ca. 557 Ma. They 751 
therefore broadly overlap to post-date the currently recognized acme of diversity in the 752 
Newfoundland succession, based on the published ca. 565 Ma age (Benus, 1988) for the 753 
famous E surface in the Mistaken Point Formation. U-Pb data suggest that the youngest 754 
biotas in Charnwood Forest probably temporally overlap with taxonomically very different 755 
biotas in the Longmynd (Shropshire, UK), constrained between ca. <567 Ma and ca. 556 Ma 756 
(Compston et al., 2002), and possibly also White Sea assemblages in Russia dated at ca. 558 757 
Ma (Grazhdankin, 2004) and 555 Ma (Martin et al., 2000) and the Zigan Formation 758 
assemblage (South Urals) dated at 548.2 ± 7.6 Ma (Grazhdankin et al., 2011). 759 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1061 
Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the Neoproterozoic and Cambrian rocks of the 1062 
Charnwood Forest area, modified from Carney (1999), showing geochronological sample 1063 
locations. Inset: Location of Charnwood Forest in relation to the Neoproterozoic ‘Avalonian’ 1064 
terranes of southern Britain (modified from Pharaoh and Carney, 2000). Ox, Or, G: Oxendon, 1065 
Orton and Glinton boreholes (see also DR section 4). In the inset map, MCT is the Monian 1066 
Complex Terrane.  Other Precambrian exposures include the Malverns (MV), Longmynd and 1067 
Wrekin (LM&W), NT (Nuneaton) and CF (Charnwood Forest).  The Cambrian Harlech 1068 
Dome (HD) is also indicated (proposed part of Megumia, Waldron et al., 2011). 1069 
 1070 
Figure 2. Simplified stratigraphy of the Charnian Supergroup (after Carney, 1999), showing 1071 
the stratigraphic context of the U-Pb samples dated in this study. SQB, BBr, SSBr: South 1072 
Quarry Breccia, Benscliffe Breccia and Sliding Stone Slump Breccia members. 1073 
 1074 
Figure 3.  Microphotographs (ppl) of tuffaceous horizons in the Beacon Hills Formation.  A: 1075 
Beacon Hill Formation at Buck Hills showing crystal-rich and very fine-grained vitric tuff 1076 
layers, the latter with relict glass shards.  Scale bar is 1 mm.  B: close-up of relict glass 1077 
shards, scale bar is 250 µm.  1078 
 1079 
Figure 4. Representative Ediacaran fossils from the Charnian Supergroup of Charnwood 1080 
Forest (UK). All specimens are casts, except F (in situ), and are housed at the British 1081 
Geological Survey, Keyworth. Specimens are from different stratigraphic levels: A-E and G, 1082 
Bradgate Formation; F, Beacon Hill Formation; H-I, Ives Head Formation. A: Charnia 1083 
masoni, holotype (GSM106160). B: Charniodiscus concentricus, holotype (GSM106161). 1084 
46 
C: Bradgatia linfordensis, holotype (GSM106163). D: Discoidal fossil, assigned to 1085 
Cyclomedusa sp. by Boynton (1978) (VEN 11.0). E: Small Charniodiscus sp., presumed 1086 
juvenile (VEN 1.2). F: Aspidella sp. G: Closely associated, current-aligned fronds, including 1087 
C. masoni and B. linfordensis (GSM105873). H: The ivesheadiomorph ‘Ivesheadia lobata’ 1088 
(Boynton and Ford, 1995) (GSM119699). I: The ivesheadiomorph ‘Blackbrookia oaksi’ 1089 
(Boynton and Ford, 1995) (GSM119700). Scales: A–3 cm; B–3 cm; C–10 cm; D–5 cm; E–1090 
0.5 cm; F–1 cm; G–10 cm; H–4 cm; I–5 cm. 1091 
1092 
Figure 5. Plot of 238U/206Pb ages for the Park Breccia samples JNC 912 (this study) and CH2 1093 
(Compston et al., 2002) showing individual data points, single spots for the SHRIMP U-Pb 1094 
data and single zircon crystal/fragment for the CA-ID-TIMS data, respectively. 1095 
1096 
Figure 6. Simplified stratigraphic column of the Charnian Supergroup (see also Fig. 2) 1097 
showing the U-Pb data for samples as follows: black data boxes correspond to LA-ICP-MS 1098 
analyses and associated uncertainties for ca. 600 Ma zircons; purple data boxes indicate LA-1099 
ICP-MS analyses of probable 570-550 Ma grains; CA-ID-TIMS data shown in red for 1100 
analyses using the EARTHTIME 205Pb-233U-235U tracer and green for the Tom Krogh 205Pb-1101 
235U Carnegie tracer. Also indicated is the CA-ID-TIMS ca. 618-611 Ma zircon population 1102 
(horizontal grey band) and the calculated age with uncertainty for the upwardly younging 1103 
trend of the youngest volcanic grain populations recovered from successive levels in the 1104 
Maplewell Group (short horizontal darker grey bands). BBr (BH), BH, BG, HR: Benscliffe 1105 
Breccia (Beacon Hill Formation), Beacon Hill Formation, Bradgate Formation, Hanging 1106 
Rocks Formation. 1107 
1108 
47 
Figure 7.  Chronostratigraphic frameworks for the late Neoproterozoic successions in A) 1109 
Newfoundland, and B) Charnwood Forest, showing known local ranges of selected shared 1110 
taxa and respective endemic forms. Dates for the Newfoundland succession are from Benus 1111 
(1988) and Bowring et al. (2003), and related taxonomic ranges are based on Liu et al. (2012, 1112 
fig. 8). Note that the age of the upper part of the Newfoundland succession and the lower part 1113 




TABLE 1: Summary of sample details and interpretations. For further petrographic details and locations, see Data Repository. 1Sensu Schneider et al.1117 
(2001); 2Sensu Stix (1991).1118 
Sample details Description Sedimentary architecture Interpretation 
Maplewell Group 
Hanging Rocks Formation 
JNC 846 (Fig. DR 1e) 
Sandstone, poorly sorted; mainly sand-size grains and 
rounded granules of dacitic tuff 
Medium-bedded, internally massive Turbidite carrying detritus initially worked in fluvial 
or nearshore environments 
Park Breccia, Bradgate 
Formation, JNC 912 (Fig. DR 
1d) 
Mudstone slivers and rafts in a medium-grained 
volcaniclastic sandstone matrix; latter mainly andesitic 
grains 
Thickly bedded Secondary monomagmatic volcaniclastic turbidite1, 
probable subaqueous slump of pyroclastic material 
Beacon Hill Formation, JNC 
911 
Fine-grained tuffaceous siltstone with a flinty fracture; 
abundant vitric shards in unresolvable silt-grade base 
Fine-scale parallel lamination, with local slight 
syn-sedimentary disturbances 
Subaqueous vitric tuff deposited from the settling-out 
of ash through water column 
Beacon Hill Formation 
(Bardon Quarry), JNC 907 
Volcaniclastic sandstone, siltstone and mudstone; abundant 
glassy andesite grains and some sedimentary fragments in 
coarser sandstones 
Massive to thinly bedded, common normal 
grading; individual beds and laminae are 
parallel-sided but locally convoluted  
Turbidite facies, in part resedimented peperite derived 
from subaqueous andesitic domes of the Bardon Hill 
Complex 
Benscliffe Breccia Member, 
Beacon Hill Formation, JNC 
918 (Fig. DR 1c) 
Abundant andesite lapilli and small blocks in a coarse-
grained, crystal-rich volcaniclastic sandstone matrix 
Massive, very poorly sorted, no visible 
stratification 
Long run-out subaqueous pyroclastic flow 
Blackbrook Group 
South Quarry Breccia 
Member, Ives Head 
Formation, JNC 917 (Fig. DR 
1b) 
Contorted rafts of mudstone and siltstone in a coarse, crystal-
rich volcaniclastic sandstone matrix; andesitic grains show 
limited textural variation 
Massively bedded Volcaniclastic turbidite, epiclastic/pyroclastic origin 
is indeterminant: if pyroclastic then possible 
secondary volcaniclastic turbidite1, probable 
subaqueous slump 
Ives Head Formation, JNC 
836 (DR Fig. 1a) 
Medium-grained volcaniclastic sandstone; dominantly 
composed of monolithological andesite grains  
Middle part of a bed ca. 3 m thick showing 
pronounced normal grading  
Volcaniclastic turbidite, epiclastic/pyroclastic origin 
is indeterminant: if pyroclastic then possible primary 
mass flow of pyroclastic debris2 
49 
 
Ives Head Formation, JNC 
916 
Medium-grained volcaniclastic sandstone; dominantly 
composed of monolithological andesite grains 
From a thickly bedded succession of normally 
graded sandstones, siltstones and mudstones 
Volcaniclastic turbidite, epiclastic/pyroclastic origin 
is indeterminant: if pyroclastic then possible primary 
mass flow of pyroclastic debris2 
  1119 
50 
TABLE 2. Summary of interpreted U-Pb (zircon) dates (millions of years)      
Sample ID Stratigraphic Position 206Pb/238U date ± X ± Y ± Z N MSWD Interpretation 
846 Hanging Rocks Formation 556.6 6.4 4 - Deposition 
912 Bradgate Formation 561.85 0.34 0.66 0.89 7/12 1.2 Eruption/deposition 
907 Beacon Hill Formation 565.22 0.33 0.65 0.89 2/5 0.42 Eruption/deposition 
911 Beacon Hill Formation ca. 613 - - - - Inherited, out of order 
918 Benscliffe Breccia 569.08 0.45 0.73 0.94 2/12 0.8 Eruption/deposition 
917 Ives Head Formation 611.28 0.57 0.83 1.06 youngest U-Pb date - Maximum age 
836 Ives Head Formation 611.71 0.55 0.83 1.05 youngest U-Pb date - Maximum age 
916 Ives Head Formation 612.15 0.70 0.93 1.14 youngest U-Pb date - Maximum age 
(X) Internal or analytical uncertainty (abs, Myr). 
(Y) Includes quadratic addition of tracer calibration error. 
(Z) Includes quadratic addition of both tracer calibration and 238U decay constant errors.
51 
1 GSA Data Repository item 2014xxx, Sample descriptions, U-Pb methods, data and 1120 
interpretation is available online at www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2014.htm, or on request from 1121 
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559.5 ± 2.0 Ma (magmatic/eruptive)
548.7 ± 1.0 Ma (Pb-loss)
573.2 ± 1.0 Ma (xenocrysts)
561.85 ± 0.34 Ma (magmatic/eruptive)
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